
Chapter 5 Discussions 
 
The ultimate aim of any business is to create value for its shareholders. 

Companies can improve performance by downsizing, restructuring, redeploying assets, 
and/or reducing costs, but there is a limit to improvement achieved through efficiency 
programs. Businesses often seek to improve performance by implementing growth 
strategies. These not only enhance profitability (at least in theory), but also introduce 
elements of vitality and dynamism into the organization, thereby fostering flexibility, 
responsiveness and other characteristics supportive of value creation and long-term 
viability. 

 
Aaker (2001) introduces growth strategy classifications based on the product-

market matrix. The first two types of growth strategies involve existing product 
markets (by increasing market share and product usage), and the third utilizes product 
development and market development. The fourth concerns vertical integration 
strategies and the fifth, diversification strategies.  

 
Geographical expansion is one market development strategy. Expansion into a 

new market (as defined by geography) involves decisions about which foreign 
markets to enter, when to enter them, and with what commitment of resources. The 
choice of entry mode is another issue all international businesses face. Possible modes 
of entry into foreign markets include exporting through host-country trading 
companies and distributors, licensing or franchising to host-country firms, setting up a 
representative office in the host country to execute certain functions, establishing joint 
ventures with host-country firms, creating a new wholly owned subsidiary in the host 
market, and acquiring an established enterprise in the host nation country. These 
modes can be pursued in combinations. 

 
Each of these entry modes has its own advantages and disadvantages as 

determined by a number of factors, including transport costs, trade barriers, political 
risks, economic risks, costs and relevance to firm strategy. The formation of a 
strategic alliance is a relatively newer mode of entry to a new market (Hill, 2003).  

 
This chapter will examine the pre-market entry analysis, business models and 

partnership decisions of 12 Taiwanese firms in the IT-sector. The resulting discussion 
will illuminate the research issues, as follows: 
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1. What is the perception of the Russian market by Taiwanese firms? 
2. How does this perception influence their business activities in Russia? How 

does it influence their entry mode? 
3. What is the business model of Taiwanese firms in the Russian market?  
4. How do Taiwanese companies select their Russian partners? What criteria 

do they use to evaluate their Russian partners? Have these criteria changed 
over the past 10 years? 

5. How do Taiwanese companies manage their relationships with Russian 
partner? What they have learned from this partnership? What are the 
conflicts and difficulties the face? 

 
The researcher first will examine the issue of pre-market analysis, how it 

influenced Taiwanese firm’s chosen entry modes and their current operations in 
Russia. Second, business models of Taiwanese companies in Russia will be analyzed, 
including functional profiles of the various representative offices. The issue of 
congruency between Taiwanese companies’ market assessments and existing 
operations in Russia will also be addressed. Third, the relationship(s) between 
supplier and distributor, and in most cases between the supplier and multiple 
distributors, is discussed.  

  

5.1. Taiwanese Firms’ Russian Market Analysis: Prior to 

Entry and Post-entry 
 
5.1. 1. Information Sources and Market Perception 
 

Initial entry into the Russian market of Taiwanese IT companies in the sample 
can in most cases be characterized as either passive or coincidental. In eight survey 
cases, it was simply a result of company and product exposure at trade shows, 
combined with the active interest of Russian enterprises in securing reliable product 
supply. In three additional cases, a particular human element facilitated a Taiwanese 
company’s understanding and realization of the marketing opportunities present in 
post-Soviet Russia. These observations are not surprising, in view of the risk-averse 
business habits prevalent among the majority of Taiwanese entrepreneurs when 
regarding geographical expansion. This paradigm holds true for all companies in the 
sample to varying degrees. The table 5-1 summarizes the sources of information 
utilized by Taiwanese companies prior to and after entry to the Russian market. 
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Table 5-1. Taiwanese Firms’ Market Information Sources 
 

Sources of information  Company Prior to Entry Post-entry 
Advantech Trade shows Internet; Trade shows 

Albatron  
Personal experience; IT Europe 
database, Gartner, and IDG Internet 

A-Open  N/A N/A 

AsusTeK  TAITRA; trade shows Russian office; Russian distributors  

Cellink  Trade shows Trade shows; Russian office 

Company A 
Top management previous 
experience Internet; trade shows 

D-Link 
Previous business experience 
in other regions (Canada) Russian offices 

FIC 

Trade shows; previous business 
experience in other regions 
(Czech Republic) Trade shows; Internet 

Genius Trade shows 
Russian distributor; Russian consulting 
firms 

Gigabyte  
TAITRA; trade shows; 
Internet; personal information Russian office 

IEI  Trade Shows; Internet Russian distributors  

Yuan 
TAITRA, TCA, Computex, 
CEBIT TAITRA, TCA, Computex, CEBIT 

 
Figure 5-1 shows that trade shows were the predominant source of information 

about the Russian market for Taiwanese companies prior to entry. Three out of the 
eleven companies utilized information provided by TAITRA and other organizations, 
such as TCA. Three sampled companies also used data collected via the Internet, 
while previous business experience in other regions and personal connections were 
two other sources of information for three companies.  

 
Figure 5-2 illustrates that while trade shows remain the predominant source of 

market information post-entry, and that the Internet and TAITRA are still used, three 
additional local sources of information have appeared; Russian offices, Russian 
distributors and Russian consulting firms. Not surprisingly, the four companies that 
have established offices in Russia are utilizing local resources to increase their 
knowledge of the Russian market. It is interesting to note that only three companies 
made use of information received from their Russian distributors to learn about the 



market. This can be explained through the reluctance of Russian partners to share 
information with Taiwanese counterparts, and/or language barriers that minimize the 
sharing of information between two parties. The perceived value and sharing of 
information is an issue of contention between partners.  

 
Only one company, Genius, has outsourced the research function to a Russian 

consulting firm. Genius has developed a very good relationship with its main partner, 
a local distribution company, since its relatively early arrival in 1994. It now enjoys a 
steady growth rate, though not the highest, and was the sample leader in revenues 
generated in Russia in 2004.  

 
Figure 5-1. Sources of Information (Prior to Entry) 
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Figure 5-2. Sources of Information  (Post-entry) 
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In every case, market analysis supported the perceptions of Taiwanese firms 
that the post-Soviet regions were potentially lucrative markets for their IT products. 
 
5.1.2. Time and Entry Mode 

 
That Taiwanese firms utilize the export mode as the mode of entry is also 

predictable, given several realities; the core design and manufacturing competencies 
of the companies in the sample, the relatively unknown nature of the Russian and 
other post-Soviet markets, the recognized tendency of Taiwanese firms to avoid risk 
by committing minimal resources to unproven ventures, and the promise of potential 
Russian distribution partners to launch their well-designed and high quality products 
into the new market space with positive results. 

 
The time of entry varies significantly among the firms. Among the early 

entrants to the market were relatively large companies such as D-Link (1992-93), A-
Open, Advantech, Genius, and IEI (during or prior to 1994). The trend continued with 
entry by Asus (1997) and Gigabyte (1999). Yuan High-Tech (2000), Company A and 
FIC (2001), Albatron (2002) and Cellink (2003), were among the latecomers to the 
Russian IT-market. Table 5-2 below summarizes the data for the time and mode of 
entry for Taiwanese companies. 

 
Table 5-2. Time and Mode of Entry  
 

Company Time of entry Entry mode 

D-Link 1992(93) Exporting 

A-Open  Before 1994 Exporting 

Advantech 1994 Exporting 

Genius 1994 Exporting 

IEI  1994 (97) Exporting 

AsusTeK  1997 Exporting 

Gigabyte  1999 Exporting 
Yuan 2000 Exporting 
Company A 2001 Exporting 
FIC  2001 Exporting 

Albatron  2002 Exporting 
Cellink  2003 Exporting 
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Among these early entrants, two have set up representative offices: AOpen 
(1994) and D-Link (1999). Two other early entrants, Advantech and Genius are 
seriously considering setting up offices. Three more companies, including the two 
biggest manufacturers of motherboards in the world, Asus and Gigabyte, and a small 
company, Cellink, have set up representative offices in Russia.  

 
 

5.2. Business Models 
 
Table 5-3 lists the business models Taiwanese companies implement in Russia. 
 
Table 5–3.  Business Models Implemented by Taiwanese Companies in Russia 
 

Company Business model 
Company A Channel business 
Advantech Channel business 
Albatron  Channel business 

A-Open  Representative office + local partners distribution network 

AsusTeK  Representative office + local partners distribution network 

Cellink  
Representative office + local partners distribution network + OEM 
customers 

D-Link Representative office + local partners distribution network 
FIC Channel business 
Genius Channel business 

Gigabyte  Representative office + local partners distribution network 
IEI  Channel business 
Yuan Channel business + OEM customers 

 
This analysis will make a distinction between those companies that have 

representative offices in Russia, and those that do not, in order to distinguish between 
more- and less- highly evolved models. The opening of a representative office not 
only provides a physical platform for functional expansion, but also acts as an 
important signal to the market and stakeholders alike about the company’s 
commitment to the region. The decision of which functions to delegate to this ‘new’ 
presence on Russian soil is significant in terms of partnership evolution. For these 
reasons, it is a development strategy requiring deliberation.  
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The original model for every company in this sample is the distribution sales 
model or a variant, characterized by the distribution of Taiwanese IT products by 
Russian distribution networks to the various markets of the post-Soviet region. The 
Russian partner is expected to provide the basic functions of transportation logistics 
(customs clearance, domestic product shipping, warehousing and inventory) and 
distribution. Other segments of the value chain, for which assignment of execution 
responsibility and level of commitment vary widely, include value-added functions 
such as assembly, marketing (brand promotion, new product introduction, and 
technical seminars) and related sales functions, and after-sales support (installation 
assistance, repairs and swaps). 

 
Companies that implement this model include early entrants Advantech and 

Genius, as well as those companies that entered the market from 1997 to 2002, 
Albatron, Yuan High-Tech, IEI, Company A, FIC. Among commercial components 
manufacturers, Genius appears to be applying the basic model most successfully. The 
company is committing more resources, moving along the value chain by assisting its 
Russian partners by providing outsourced market research and analysis. At present, 
Albatron, Yuan High-Tech, and FIC seem content to grow their businesses within the 
confines of the basic model.  

 
A distinction can be made between companies that provide solutions for 

industrial application and Taiwanese commercial IT solutions firms. Due to greater 
product complexity and a need to provide unique solutions in many cases, Advantech, 
IEI and Company A display a higher level of resource commitment than is required 
by the basic model. The difference lies in greater provision of technical training and 
support. 

 
AOpen, Asus, D-Link, Gigabyte and Cellink, have already established one or 

more representative offices in Russia, and three other companies are seriously 
considering following suit. Table 5-4 illustrates this. 

 
The functions that each of these offices performs varies among companies. 

Each company’s organizational model and its functions are described in Table 5-5. 
 
These offices generally act as administrative support centers for the 

partnership’s distributors, system integrators, dealers and OEM customers. The 
typical representative office provides marketing coordination assistance and technical 
training and support to its Russian partners. Cellink is the exception. It has only one 
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sales representative, who acts as liaison between Cellink partners in Russia and 
Taiwan headquarters.  

 
Table 5-4. Companies with Established Offices in Russia  

 

Company Russian Office When establshed 

Company A No   
Advantech No Under planning 
Albatron  No   
A-Open  Yes 1994 
AsusTeK  Yes 2003 
Cellink  Yes 2003 
D-Link Yes 1999 
FIC No   
Genius No Under planning 
Gigabyte  Yes 2003 
IEI  No   
Yuan No Under planning 

 
Table 5-5. Organizational Structure and Functions of Taiwanese Representative 

Offices in Russia 
 

Company Functions Location 

Number 
of 
Employ
ees 

% of 
Local 
Employe
es 

Nationality 
of Country 
Manager 

AOpen N/A Moscow N/A N/A N/A 

Asus 
Provide technical and 
marketing support to 
distributors 

Moscow 10 50 Taiwanese, 
GM 

Cellink 
Provide communication 
between local distributors 
and Taiwan headquarters  

Moscow 1 0 N/A 

D-Link 
Provide technical, 
marketing, training support 
to distributors 

Moscow + 9 
regional offices 60 100 Russian 

Gigabite 

Provide technical and 
marketing support to 
distributors + search for new 
OEM partners 

 
Moscow 8 50 Taiwanese

 
D-Link, one of the earliest entrants into the Russian market among Taiwanese 

IT companies, was also among the first to set up a representative office in Russia. At 
present, D-Link has nine offices in Russia, including Moscow and St-Petersburg, and 
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provincial offices in Novosibirsk, Ekaterinburg, Rostov-na-Donu, Samara, Voronezh, 
Niznhy Novgorod and Khabarovsk. The company maintains a staff of 60, making D-
Link this sample’s No.1 Taiwanese employer in Russia. In addition, all D-Link 
employees, including the head of operations, are local hires. This is atypical for a 
Taiwanese company. Asus and Gigabyte each have ten employees in their Russian 
representative offices, of which one half are local hires. The notable difference 
between these two companies is that the country manager for Asus is Russian, while 
Gigabyte assigned this role to a Taiwanese expatriate. 

 
 

5.3. Forming and Managing Partnerships 
 
Poor transport and communications infrastructure, a questionable regulatory 

framework for business, and relatively few entities capable of the functions required 
for product marketing and distribution are all characteristic of the Russian economy. 
Under these challenging conditions, the choice of a capable and resourceful business 
partner has been crucial. Whether a Taiwanese company has established a 
representative office, or sells its products into the Russian market via local partners, 
the partner selection and relationship management processes largely determines the 
success of any venture. 

 
5.3.1. Motivation 

 
The primary motivation for Taiwanese IT companies in forming partnerships 

with Russian companies over the past ten years has been to facilitate access to a new 
and potentially very lucrative market. In this, Taiwanese firms are not alone; there 
have been few opportunities for any international manufacturer or trading company to 
successfully enter the Russian market without local expertise and without access to 
established distribution channels. The natural inclination of Taiwanese businesses to 
avoid ‘green field’ projects, thereby minimizing risk exposure, provides them with all 
the more reason to seek alliances with local firms. 

 
On the Russian side, enterprising individuals and firms realized the enormous 

pent-up demand for IT products extant in Russia after the fall of the Soviet Union. 
According to the survey responses, the motivation for partnering with Taiwanese 
firms was to secure access to well-designed and good quality high-tech products, and 
in some cases branded products. A further motivation the survey identified was a 
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desire for technology support and marketing and sales skills acquisition. Table 5-6 
summarizes the results. 

 
Table 5-6. Taiwanese and Russian Companies’ Partnership Motivation: A 

Taiwanese Firm Perspective 
 

Company Taiwanese company 
 
Russian partner 

Company A Facilitate market access 
Knowledge and technology transfer; 
access to competitively-priced products

Advantech Facilitate market access 
Product line expansion; technology 
transfer 

Albatron  Facilitate market access Profits 
A-Open  Facilitate market access Access to branded products; profits 

AsusTeK  Facilitate market access N/A 

Cellink  Facilitate market access 
Access to branded products; marketing 
support  

D-Link Facilitate market access Profits 

FIC Facilitate market access 

Access to branded products; access 
Microsoft-technology complementary 
products; profits; marketing and sales 
skills transfer 

Genius Facilitate market access Access to branded products; profits 

Gigabyte  Facilitate market access 
Transfer of production and marketing 
knowledge and skills 

IEI  Facilitate market access 

To secure technical support and pricing 
advantages; learning of manufacturing 
processes and technology  

Yuan Facilitate market access 

Profits; sharing of technical and 
financial resources; learning sales and 
marketing skills and new technology. 

 
5.3.2. Selection  

 
In the early 1990s, when the first partnerships were formed, Taiwanese 

companies had little understanding of the Russian IT market, its potential and players, 
so the Russian side initiated most of the partnerships in the sample. Their future 
Russian partners approached Taiwanese companies during major international trade 
shows, such as CEBIT in Hanover, Germany and Computex in Taiwan. 

 



Figure 5-3 summarizes the selection criteria with which Taiwanese companies 
evaluated their potential partners, including distribution capability, product portfolio, 
company size, financial health, commitment to Taiwanese partner and compatibility 
with its strategic objectives, prior performance and experience of working with other 
Taiwanese or well established Western partners, brand image and its after-sales 
capability (repair and swap services).   

 
Figure 5-3. Criteria for Partner Selection by Taiwanese Companies 
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The most important selection criteria of those identified were distribution 

capability (including geographical coverage and qualitative marketing and sales 
skills), a focus on specific product lines, size, financial health and loyalty to the 
Taiwanese partner.  
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5.3.3. Management  
 
The majority of the companies in the sample are satisfied by the achievements 

to date of their partnerships. Taiwanese companies are satisfied with the rapid revenue 
growth generated by the region, especially when balanced against low cost and risk 
factors. The firms generally hope to achieve still better performances, through 
continued reliance on their Russian partner’s capabilities and/or a more active role in 
Russian operations.  

 
Communication between Taiwanese and Russian partners is frequent, with all 

sample companies communicating on a daily basis via phone and emails. Information 
about new products is exchanged regularly. Partners meet each other during the major 
exhibitions, CEBIT and Computex, and other international trade shows, and travel to 
Russia two or three times a year to discuss business performance and ways to improve 
it. Although many Taiwanese companies don’t have representative offices in Russia, 
face-to-face business meetings with their Russian partners are regular. In some cases, 
Taiwanese companies and their Russian partners organize technical seminars and 
participate jointly in national and regional exhibitions in Russia. 

 
From their experience of working in the Russian market, Taiwanese have 

acquired not only general market information, including market trends and consumer 
needs, but also specific logistical details, including the customs clearing process and 
long lead times. They also have learned a lot about their Russian partners. In terms of 
behavior, Taiwanese companies have learned about Russian culture, people, and that 
Russian people are very decent and intelligent, and generally conservative. They now 
realize that Russians enjoy high levels of general and technical education. Table 5-7 
summarizes these findings. 

 
Although Taiwanese companies have substantially increase their understanding 

of how business is done in Russia, they are still reliant upon their Russian partners to 
perform many functions along the value chain such as logistics, customs clearance, 
and other operations governed by location-specific factors. 

 
Taiwanese believe that Russians in turn have enhanced their sales and 

marketing skills working with Taiwanese partners, and were impressed by Taiwanese 
industrial abilities and flexibility in product development, design and manufacturing. 
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Table 5-7. Key Lessons Learned by Taiwanese Companies from Partnership  
 

About Russian Partner 

Knowledge-related 
characteristics 

Behavior-related 
characteristics 

About Russian Market 

High level of 
technical skills 

Very conservative, 
decent people 

General information about the market 
(size, trends, growth, consumer needs)

Effective in 
controlling shipping 
costs 

Never cross Russian 
partner 

Long lead-time due to long shipping 
distances 

Management 
practices 

Russian culture, way of 
thinking 

Complicated customs clearance 
procedures.  

 
Among the difficulties found in managing relationship with Russian partners, 

Taiwanese mention that the language barrier often leads to a communication 
breakdown. Payment difficulty is another obstacle to doing business in Russia, as 
letters of credit are not commonly used, and payment in advance as the accepted 
method.  

 
The most common areas of conflict between the partners relate to channel 

management, proper price controls, competition between distributors, and information 
sharing. Most Taiwanese companies feel that Russians are not willing to share market 
information, while a few regularly receive market insights and information about 
customer demand from its Russian counterparts. 

 
These conflicts are resolved case by case; there is no universal recipe. Very 

likely, personal relationships are leveraged to handle many of these cases. In most 
cases, Taiwanese companies protect a long-term, more committed partner. In the case 
of industrial computers suppliers, the company usually protects the partner that 
expends more effort on project support. This approach is however quite subjective, 
and raises fairness issues. Table 5-x below summarizes the findings. 
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Table 5-8. Conflicts and Resolutions between Taiwanese and Russian 
Companies 

 
 
Conflicts Resolutions 

Different views in regard to 
business growth N/A 

Unwillingness to share 
project and market 
information  

Develop mutual trust on a personal level 

Channels and price 
management 

Protect the premium (long-term) partner; set and 
maintain rules for channel development and price quotes; 
monitor prices; provide price discounts based on volume; 
self-market products; favour the most supportive partner 
by project 

 
Distribution rights 

 
Create new products 

 


